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answer sheet. 

  



1 The flathead catfish is an invasive predatory species of fish. What would be the effect of the
introduction of the flathead catfish on the native fish in the rivers of the United States?
 

A The populations of native fish would become extinct.

B The populations of native fish would increase.

C The populations of native fish would decrease.

D The populations of native fish would remain unaffected.
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2 Whether accidental or intentional, non-native organisms are sometimes introduced to an
ecosystem. In cases where the organism upsets the ecosystem by being a pest or
outcompeting native organisms for food, the organism is referred to as an invasive species.
Engineers are designing a simulation program to predict the impacts of invasive species on
food webs. Study the food web that shows the presence of an invasive species.

Which outcome confirms that the simulation program is working correctly ?
 

A Populations of rabbits and mice greatly increase; populations of snakes and hawks
slightly increase.

B Populations of rabbits and mice greatly increase; populations of snakes and hawks
slightly decrease.

C Populations of rabbits and mice greatly decrease; populations of snakes and hawks
slightly increase.

D Populations of rabbits and mice greatly decrease; populations of snakes and hawks
slightly decrease.
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3 The freshwater resource management authority in an area near a coal power plant is
concerned about the increasing level of coal contaminants in underground water sources.
Which source could be directly causing the pollution of underground water sources?
 

A burning of coal

B surface mining of coal

C disposal of coal into pits

D use of water in coal power plants

4 An increase in the population in a region increased the demand for electricity. This resulted in
excessive mining of coal to power its thermal power plants. The coal mining was achieved by
removing all of the surface vegetation to reach the coal underneath.

What was the most immediate impact of this mining action?
 

A increase in soil erosion

B addition of nutrients to nearby lakes and streams

C reduction in the water levels in groundwater resources

D decrease in the amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere

5 Frogs lay their eggs in water so the eggs do not dry out. A recent study shows that nearly
one-third of the frog species are decreasing rapidly as their breeding grounds and habitats
are affected by droughts.

Which factor is most likely responsible for the decline in frog species?
 

A a decrease in fish populations

B an increase in global temperatures

C an increase in the water level of rivers

D a decrease in the population of birds
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6 Most currents at the bottoms of lakes are density currents. Which human activity will have
the greatest negative impact on density currents in a lake?
 

A planting trees near the shore of a lake

B creating man-made beaches near the shore of a lake

C industrial discharge of large amounts of heated water into a lake

D people fishing in a lake

7 The model shows how oxygen can be cycled through plants and animals.

Which process is the source of oxygen in the atmosphere, as shown in the model?
 

A respiration by decomposers

B photosynthesis by plants

C respiration by plants and animals

D photosynthesis by decomposers
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8 What result of human activity is most likely  causing the polar bear to be
threatened presently with extinction?
 

A acid precipitation

B dam creation

C global warming

D tropical storms

9 The diagram shows a food web.

How does the frog receive nitrogen in the food web?
 

A by being preyed on by the kingfisher

B by competing with small fish for food

C by feeding on water beetles and snails

D by feeding on water beetles and algae
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10 A study conducted by a group of scientists found that there had been a reduction in
vegetation in an ecosystem over the past 8 months. They investigated and found that the
mineral nutrients present in soil were not available to local organisms and the decomposition
of organic materials was too slow. Which event most likely caused this?
 

A acid rain

B earthquake

C volcanic eruption

D wildfire

11 Black rat snakes can produce a foul-smelling musk that they can spread using their tails.
Which stimulus most likely causes this behavior?
 

A changes in living space

B availability of prey

C presence of predators

D changes in temperature

12 Heavy floods bring eroded soil, dirt, and debris into a river, increasing the turbidity and the
temperature of the water. What effect does increasing turbidity have on aquatic life forms?
 

A Muddy water will make it easier for predators to find food.

B Warmer water will help fish reproduce.

C An decrease in nutrients will help plants grow.

D A lack of sunlight will make it difficult for plants to grow.
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13 A researcher searches for beetles to control an invasive plant species called purple
loosestrife. Which question highlights a constraint for the use of beetles to control the growth
of purple loosestrife?
 

A Will the beetle species harm the native plants?

B Will the beetle species be food for native bird species?

C Will the beetle species lay eggs on the purple loosestrife?

D Will the beetle species be active only during the day?

14 A biologist designs a device to remove the adults of an invasive fish species from a river. The
biologist places the device in the river for a few days and observes that while the device
removes some of the adult fish population, the total number of invasive species remains
unchanged.

What changes to the device should the biologist consider to decrease the total population of
the invasive species of fish?
 

A The device should also remove the native fish from the river.

B The device should also remove the eggs of all aquatic organisms.

C The device should also remove the food sources of the invasive species.

D The device should also remove the eggs and young fish of the invasive species.
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15 Examine the diagram that shows a pond and several organisms that live in it.

A flock of geese migrates to the pond. Which statement describes a possible negative effect
of this migration on the pond environment?
 

A The pond will flourish due to the addition of a new species.

B The population density will decrease.

C The population density will increase.

D The geese will bring new resources to the pond.
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